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support, it consists essentially of a pin or its

My present invention relates generally to the
art of stop-motion photography, and has particul

equivalent, and it preferably aSSumes the form of
a nail-like member that may be driven into re
movable frictional engagement With the Support.
The puppet is preferably provided With a comple
mentary socket or sleeve, arranged in a prede
termined region of the puppet, preferably in con
cealed position. Within the confines of the puppet
structure, for engagement With the projecting

lar reference to certain improvements in the de
vices forming the subject-matter of such pho
tography.

This application constitutes a continuation-in
part of my co-pending patent application, Serial

No. 300,315, filed October 20, 1939.
A general object of the invention is to provide

a means for facilitating the procedure of photo
graphing and rephotographing three-dimensional
subject-matter, such as puppets or equivalent fig
ures or devices, in a step-by-step manner, such
procedure resulting in the production of so-called
animated motion pictures in which the subject
matter appears to be spontaneously animatable Or
alive.
One of the specific objects of the present in
vention is to provide a simple, efficient, and prac

0 member.

Another phase of the present improvement re
lates more Specifically to the structural nature of

the puppet itself. It is a general objective to pro
Wide a distortable puppet whose external appear
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and adjustments Which allow minute alterations
in form to be successively effected. In each ad

justed or distorted position the structure must

tical means for temporarily anchoring or bracing 20
a puppet, or a portion thereof, to a support With
which it is to be retained in contact during the
photographing and rephotographing procedure.
The term "puppet' as used herein is intended tO 25
refer not only to doll-like figures simulating the
complete human form, but to any of the varied
devices that may be chosen as subject-matter and
that require temporary bracing or anchorage,
whether such device simulates all or only part of
a human or animal or even a normally inanimate
subject, of whatsoever known or fantastic nature.
Similarly, the term “support’ as used herein is
intended to include within its scope of significance
any floor or base, whether horizontal or inclined,

or even upside-down, and, in general, any rela

tively fixed element or deVice against Which a
temporary anchorage may be desired or may
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prove to be expedient.

The removable anchoring means of the present
invention may be briefly stated to consist of an
attenuated member carried by One of said ele
ments, i.e., either the puppet or the support, and
adapted to penetrate into the other. For ex
ample, the puppet may be provided with a 9.
or prong which projects from it and S of such a.

character that it may be pierced into frictional

engagement With a support of suitably pervious
character, such as a floor or element of wood,
cork, composition material, or the like. Or the
attenuated member may be carried by the Sup
port in a projecting position adapted to allow

penetration of the member into the puppet. It
is the latter arrangement which is at present
deemed by me to be the preferable one.
Where the projecting member is carried by the

ance resembles or simulates a desired subject, and
Whose contours are susceptible to manipulations
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be Self-sustaining, and the external Surfaces and
general contours must be yieldably resilient. This
result is achieved by a Construction which con

prises a skeleton and a relatively soft yieldable
resilient enclosure therefor, the skeleton being
constituted of at least one relatively rigid portion
and at least One deformable non-resilient portion.
Preferably the structure includes an outer en
velope or skin of rubber or its equivalent whose
external Surface can be accurately configured,
embellished, colored, or ornamented to produce
the desired appearance.

-

Such a puppet structure lends itself feasibly to
the adaptation of the anchoring means hereinbe
fore alluded to. For example, a socket or sleeve
of the character mentioned, or a prong or the
like, may be secured in firm association with the
relatively rigid portion of the skeleton at the time
the puppet is manufactured. In the case of a
Socket, it may extend in Wardly from a selected
region of the external surface of the puppet, being
Concealed. Within the relatively Soft Skeleton en

closure. In the case of a projecting pin or prong,
it may be similarly carried by the rigid portion of

the skeleton.
45

Where an internal socket is provided, the
skeleton enclosure is provided With an aperture
Which communicates With the Socket, and this

aperture is preferably SO formed that the resil

50

ience of the outer portion of the puppet tends
normally to retain the aperture in closed rela

tively imperceptible condition. For example,
the puppet may have an outer skin of rubber
or its equivalent with a slit formed at the region
where access to the socket is to be obtained.
I achieve the foregoing objects and advan

2
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tages, and such other objects and advantages

20-2f in any suitable manner, as by soldering

or otherwise.
as may hereinafter be pointed out, in the man
ner illustratively exemplified in the accompany
The puppet Structure is completed by mount
ing drawings in which:
ing the skeleton Within a relatively soft yield
Figure 1 is an exploded view showing some
able resilient enclosure. A preferred method of
accomplishing this object is to provide an outel
of the eleinents entering into the construction
envelope or skin 25, composed of rubber or its
of an illustrative puppet portion simulating a
equivalent, then inserting the skeleton in proper
foot;
relationship within the envelope, and finally fill
Figure 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional view
O ing the envelope With a suitable filler material,
Of the completed device;
Such filler material is designated by the refer
Figures 3 and 4 are bottom views of the same,
ence numeral 26 in Figure 2, and may be com
illustrating a feature of the device;
posed of rubber, liquid latex, gelatine, or any
Figure 5 is a perspective VieW of tWO illustra
other Suitable natural or Synthetic rubbery resin
tive puppets which include foot elements of the
5 Which is Substantially unreactive toward the
character ShoWn in Figures 2-4;
material of the skeleton and to the material of
Figure 6 is a perspective view of another illus
the Outer envelope.
trative puppet Which includes a foot structure
During in insertion of the filler material into
of slightly nodified character
the envelope or skin. 25, each socket is tempora
Figure 7 is an enlarged view of one cit the feet
of the puppet of Figure 6;
20 rily plugged by a renovable core to prevent the
filler material from entering into the socket and
Figure 8 is an elevational View of an illustia
thus permanently obStructing it. As an alter
tive jig for use in connection with puppets of
native, each Socket may be permanently pro
the present character;
Vided With a closed inner end of any suitable
Figure 9 is a plan view of Figure 8;
Figure 10 is a perspective view of another pup 25 character Or formation,
The skin or envelope 25 may be formed in any
pet employing a modified type of anchoring de
desired manner, preferably with the aid of suit
Vice;
able molds, and has its external surface accu
Figure 11 is a fraginentary Cross-sectional
rately configured and embellished to produce
View illustrating some of the details of the an
choring means of Fig. i0,
30 the desired appearance.
A puppet thus constructed has proven to be
Figure 12 is an elevational croSS-Sectional view
admirably Suited for the present Specific pur.
of another illustrative foot construction;
pose. It is distortable by Virtue of the deforn
Figure 13 is a cross-sectional view taken sub
able skeleton portions and the Soft nature of the
stantially along the line 3-3 of Figure 12;
Figure 14 is an enlarged detail of the base plate 35 skeleton enclosure, it is self-sustaining in the
Various positions to which it may be adjusted,
shown in Figures 12 and 13;
and the external Surfaces and general contours
Figure 15 is a cross-sectional View takei Sub
are yieldably resilient to prevent permanent de
stantially along the line 5-5 of Figure 14;
formation of the device.
and
Figure 16 is a cross-sectional view similar to 40 In the Course of its use in the art of stop-mo
tion photography, a puppet structure of this
Figure 15 illustrating a modification.
character may have to be anchored, from time
To depict the general nature of the present
to time, against a suitable support. This an
invention, I have chosen to illustrate in Figures
Choring must be of temporary and renovable
1-4 a puppet structure simulating a foot. The
character and it must not interfere with the de
skeleton portion of the device has been shown, 45 sired
distortions and adjustments that are to be
by way of example, as comprising the tWO rela
Successively photographed. In accordance with
tively rigid portions 20 and 2, and the deform
my present invention, such a temporary an
able non-resilient portion 22. The elements 2
chorage
or bracing is achieved in an extremely
and 2 may consist of plates of metal or the like, 50 simple and
eficient nanner With the aid of the
and a Suitable shape and Configuration is in
SocketS or sleeves 23 and 24. Each of these
parted to them so that they will ultimately lie
sleeves is so formed that it constitutes a comple
at the sole and heel portions of the foot. The
mentary element adapted to engage snugly over
element 22 may consist, as ShoWn, of one or more
a pin or equivalent element projecting from the
lengths of flexible non-resilient Wire, preferably 55 Support.
of suitable metal or of material having equiva
Thus, in Figure 2, I have shown an illustra
lent properties. The element 22 may be secured
tive Support, 27 in the form of an ordinary hori
to the base plates 20 and 2 in any desired man
2Ontal floor and I have shown a pin 28 projecting
ner, as by Soldering or the like. The Skeleton
from this support. The pin preferably assumes
I have illustrated thus provides relatively rigid 60 the
form of a nail-like element having a point
portions at the sole and heel regions, a deforn
ed end Which allows it to be driven into remov
able portion extending lengthwise between the
able frictional engagement with the Support:
sole and heel, and another deformable portion
and the Support, in turn, is preferably com
extending upwardly from the heel.
posed
of an adequately pervious material to per
For a purpose presently to be described the 65 nit the pin 28 to be associated with it. The pin
base plate 20 carries a Socket or sleeve 23 Which
28 projects from the support 2 in a predeter
extends upwardly at a rear Wardly-inclined an
mined oblique direction which corresponds to
gle, the plate 20 being provided With a Suitable
the obliquity of the Socket or sleeve 23. The
opening so that access to the interior of the
length of the pin 28 is also chosen with due re
socket may be obtained from beneath the plate 70 gard to the length of the socket into which it is

20. Similarly, the rigid plate 2 has been shown

with a socket or sleeve mounted thereon, this

intended to fit. Thus, when the sole portign of
the foot of Figure 2 is to be anchored to the Sup
port 27, the Socket 23 is engaged endwise over

socket, however, extending in a forwardly
the pin. 28.
oblique direction. The sleeves or SocketS 23-23
may be secured in association. With the elements 75 Where the entire skeleton is enclosed, as in
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the illustrated embodiment, it is necessary, of
anchored to the support, other portions of the
course, that the bottom portion of the skeleton
puppet might be adjusted and readjusted to bring

enclosure be provided with a suitable aperture
through which the pin 28 may pass as it enters
the socket 23. I have found it preferable and
advantageous to provide the envelope 25 with a

about a desired result.
In Figures 8 and 9 I have illustrated a jig by

slit 29 (see Figures 3 and 4). Such a slit is nor

mally retained in a closed position by the inher
thus inconspicuous and Scarcely perceptible.
When the desired anchoring is to be effected,
the slit may be spread, as indicated in Figure 4,
thus forming an aperture which permits acceSS
to the lower open end of the Socket 23.
The reason why it is desirable to have the slit
29 of imperceptible character is that it may be
come necessary or desirable to photograph the
foot from underneath (as shown for example by
the raised foot 30 in Figure 5), and in such a
case a visible aperture Would be unsightly and
distracting.
My invention does not necessarily require
ent resilience of the skeleton, enclosure and is

O

blocks 42 and 43 mounted thereon. Extending
through the block A3 is a bore 44 which extends
in an oblique direction corresponding to the

obliquity of the socket 24 of Figure 2. In the
block 42 there is a bore 45 which corresponds in
arrangement to the Socket 23 of Figure 2.
The plate 4 is purposely made of a size and
contour which corresponds to that portion of the

puppet which is to be braced in contact With the

20

that the skeleton include more than One rela

tively rigid portion. In the case of a foot, for
example, it is not essential that there be both a
sole plate and a heel plate. One or the other
might be sufficient, depending upon require
ments. However, where two such rigid portions
are provided, as shown in the present drawings,
the mode of operation is the same in each case.
Thus, I have shown a second slit 3 in the skele
ton enclosure, defining a normally closed aper
ture through which access may be had to the
lower open end of the heel socket 24. This sock
et would be fitted over a complementary pin or
equivalent element arranged in the Support at a

30
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In Figures 6 and 7 I have illustrated a modified
construction in which the foot is provided With
a skeleton having only One rigid portion 36 in the
sole region of the foot. This rigid portion of the
skeleton is provided with a socket 37 which is
substantially like the socket 23 of Figure 2 except
that it extends obliquely forwardly. This socket
is adapted to engage snugly and removably With
a pin 38 projecting from a support 39 at a COr
responding angle. This arrangement of socket
(i.e. obliquely forwardly) is desirable where the
puppet is to be braced against an inclined support

in the block 42, extending in the opposite direc

The oblique arrangement of the pin that pro
jects from the support is of particular advantage
in anchoring puppet portions which are to be rig
idly immovable in all directions, as in the case of
the feet of Figure 5. Circuinstances may arise,
however, where the puppet, though braced or an
chored, is to be permitted a rotative movement
With respect to the Support. Such a possibility
is illustrated in Figure 10, in which the puppet 47
depicts a complete human figure that has fallen

45

On its back.

In this case, the puppet is provided with a
skeleton having a rigid portion 48, and the por
tion 48 carries a socket 49 which extends at sub
stantially right angles to the line of contact be

tween the puppet and the Support 50. A pin or

This anchorage would permit the two puppets to

be adjusted successively into various distorted
positions to permit the desired photographing
and rephotographing to be accomplished.

support. Accordingly, Once it is determined
Where the puppet foot is to be anchored, it is a
relatively simple matter to lay the plate 4 in
exactly the desired position on the support, and
then to drive a pin or equivalent member into the
Support, through either the bore 45 or the bore 44,
depending upon which of the sockets of Figure 2
is to be employed in anchoring the foot. The jig
is of course removed after the pin has been
driven into the Support.
I have illustratively shown a second bore 46
tion, to illustrate the manner in which this same
jig could be used to drive the pin 38 (Figure 7)
into exactly the right position on the support 39.

corresponding angle.
To illustrate the use to which the present an

chorage may be put, I have shown in Figure 5 tWO
illustrative puppet structures 32 and 33, each
simulating a complete human figure. PreSun
ably, each foot of each structure Would be con
structed with at least one anchoring means. In
photographing these puppets in successively-ad
justed relationships, the puppet foot 34 Would
have a sleeve or socket in the sole region (as at
23 in Figure 2), engaging a suitable pin project
ing upwardly from the support on which the pup
pet is mounted. Similarly, the puppet foot 35,
forming part of the puppet 33, would have a
sleeve or socket in the heel portion (Such as the
socket 24 of Figure 2) engaging With a similar
projecting pin carried by the floor or support.

means of which the projecting members or pins
may be inserted into the Support prior to the an
choring of the puppet itself to the support. The
particular jig I have illustrated is intended to be
used With a puppet foot of the character shown
in Figure 2. It consists of a plate 4 with two
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projecting member 5 is associated with the Sup
port, and the elastic enclosure 52 of the puppet
may be provided with a slit 53 through which the
desired engagement between the pin 5 and the
Socket 49 may be effected. At 54 I have illustrat
ed a portion of the skeleton structure that would
probably extend into other regions of the pup
pet 4.
Where the engagement between the pin and

the socket is of the character that permits rota
tive movements of the puppet, special care must

65

be taken that the pin and Socket fit accurately
and Snugly. It is preferable in such a case to
taper the pin slightly, as indicated in an exag
gerated mainner in Figure 11, and to form the

socket with a corresponding taper, this relation
ship of parts aSSuring a firm frictional engage.
ment between the pin and socket.
In Figures 12-16..I have illustrated a further

such as that shown at 39. In Figure 6, for exam 70 modification in which the anchoring is effected
ple, the puppet 40, simulating a complete human
by a projecting member carried by the puppet
figure, would be provided with feet constructed as
itself instead of by the support.
shown in Figure 7. While one of the feet is an

In Figure 12, it will be observed that the skele

chored, the other could be successively adjusted
ton consists of a base plate 6) and an upwardly
into desired different positions; or, With both feet 75 projecting wire or post 6, this skeleton being

4.
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receive complementary projections. Carried by a
support for the puppet and a resilient covering

mounted within an envelope or skin 62 of Suit
able elastic material, the structure being Com
pleted by filling the enclosure by a Suitable

for said body having a normally closed slit in
alignment With each of Said hollow members.
2. As subject matter for Stop-notion photog
raphy, a distortable puppet eXtremity comprising
a skeleton, and a relatively Soft yieldable resil
ient, enclosure therefor, Said Skeleton comprising
relatively rigid portions Spaced from each other
at the said extremity and connected by a de
formable portion of Said skeleton. Whereby to per

fier 63.

The plate 6) is of non-resilient material, pref
erably metal, and defines a relatively rigid Sole
portion that is weakened at the forward portion
by the provision of a series of parallel Slits &
or by equivalent Weakening neans thereby al

lowing the resultant foot to be bent at this re O
gion in a life-like Iihannel.
I have also shown the plate 35 provided With
mit of relative motion between Said rigid men
a series of struck-up barbs 66, which are caused
livers, and an anchoring Socket Secured to one of
to pass through the skin 62 and preferably point
said rigid members and enbedded in Said soft
in a rearward direction. These barbS OF pro 5 enclosure, Said enclosure having an aperture in
jecting elements serve not only to hold the plate
Communication With Said SOcket member Whereby
60 in proper predetermined relationship to the
the latter may be engaged over a complementary
anchoring member removably Secured in a Sup
bottom portion of the skin 62, but also afford a
means for anchoring the foot to a Suitable Sup
port against. Which the extremity is braced.
port.
3. A puppet comprising a distortable body, a
20
Since the bars S should enbody as Inlich
deformable skeleton therein, said skeleton com

rigidity and strength as possibie, the modifica
tion of Figure 16 provides a construction wherein
the base plate 6i may be of any desired rigidity
or bendability, while the barbs 68 constitute Sep
arate elements that may be COmpGSed Of aihy

prising relatively rigid portions at Spaced loca
tions in Said body and connected by deformable

portions, anchoring means eintirely concealed

25

suitable strong material and that inay be faS

tened in position in any desired Inanier, as by
riveting as shown at 69.
In the plate is of Figures 12 and 13 I have
shown a multiplicity of perforations 3. These
perforations ailow the foot to be ancholred to a
suitable support by means of Smail pins or nails
that can be inserted directly through the body
of the foot from the top. Whenever Such a nail

is to be used, either instead of the barbS 63 or to
supplement them, it is preSSed downwardly
through the foot, and by feel it may be guided
through one of the openings 65 into the Support
beneath. The nail is preferably headleSS Or pro
vided with only a very slight enlargement So

Within Said body comprising an elongated socket
member carried by each of said rigid portions
and extending into the body beyond true plane of
Said rigid portions, Said Socket members each co
Operating With a complementary element remov

30

ably carried by a support for the puppet.

35

Whereby to permit the sole and neel portions

40

Skeleton to assume different relative positions,
anchoring means comprising a socket member
carried by One of Said plates and a comple
mentary projecting member carried by a sup
port for the puppet foot.
5. A puppet foot comprising a sole portion and
a, heel portion, a deformable skeleton comprising

that, the rear end of the nail may pass directly
through the skin 62 and thus be concealed from

4. A puppet foot comprising a sole portion and
a heel portion, a skeleton Comprising a rigid
plate in each of Said portions spaced from each
other and connected by a deformaple inemper,
upon deforming the deformable member of said

a rigid plate in each of said portions spaced

WeW.

In all of the embodiments inereinabove illus 45 from each other and connected by a deformable

trated it is preferable that the Support or floor
ing to which the puppet is braced be provided
with a coating of fabric or the like, thereby ai
lowing the various projecting elements to enter
it and to be withdrawn from it. Without any holes

or openings which would subsequently be visible.

Where barbs are used, as in Figures i2 and 13,
a very efficient anchoring means is thus pro
vided, because the barbs wedge the material of
the fiOoring into the Space betWeen each barb
and the bottom of the foot.

member, Whereby to permit the sole and heel
portions upon deforming the deformable mem
ber of the skeleton to assume different relative

it.

plementary projecting member carried by the

Support for the puppet foot, an envelope of flex
ible material covering said foot and a filler of
distortable material in said envelope in which

5

Said Socket member is embedded, said envelope
having a normally closed orifice in juxtaposition
to Said Socket member whereby to expose said
member for reception of the projecting member.

60

deformable skeleton therein, said skeleton com
prising a plurality of Spaced rigid anchoring
members, a complementary anchoring element

In general, it will be understocd that those
skilled in the art may nake changes in the
details herein described and illustrated Without

departing fron the Spirit and Scope of the in
vention as expressed in the appended claii)S.

positions, anchoring means comprising a socket
member carried by one of said plates and a com

6. A puppet comprising a distortable body, a

It is, therefore, intended that these details be
interpreted as illustrative, and iot in a liniting

carried by a Support for the puppet and adapted
to engage Said anchoring members to support
the puppet, a relatively soft yieldable enclosure
for Said body, Said enclosure having preformed
Slits therein in alignment with said anchoring

SeSe,

Having thus desCiribed Iny invention and illus

trated its use, what I claim as new and desire

to Secure by Letters Patent is:

1. A puppet comprising a distortable body, a
deforinable skeleton therein, said skeleton com

nieinbers Whereby the said anchoring members
may be readily located for insertion of said com

prising Spaced rigid members carried by one ex 70 pleinentary element.
trenity of Said body, elongated oilow meinigers
7. A puppet comprising a distortable body, a
Carried by each of Said rigid enbers, Said
deforniable skeleton therein, said skeleton com
hollow members extending inwardly of the body
prising a plurality of rigid members located in
at oblique angles to the plane of the rigid men
different parts of the body and connected to

bers and in opposite: directions and adapted to

75

each other by a deformable element, a relatively
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soft yieldable enclosure for said body, anchor
ing Sockets carried by each of said rigid members
and concealed Within said enclosure, a comple
mentary attenuated member removably secured
in a support for the puppet whereby rigidly to
engage any desired anchoring socket to support
the puppet in varied selected distorted positions,
said enclosure having preformed slits in align

5

ment with each of said sockets for designating
the location of the Sockets and for reception of
said attenuated member, said slits being so
formed that the resilience of the enclosure tends

normally to retain said slits in closed relatively
imperceptible condition.
ALVIN H. COHEN.

